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Bantam
THEY’RE LIVING LIFE TO THE EXTREME⋯AND BURNING UP THE COLD MOUNTAIN
NIGHTS Only total desperation could reunite Dianna Kelley with Sam MacKenzie, the irresistible bad
boy she walked out on ten years ago. But the fearless firefighter with the awesome wilderness skills is the
only one who can take her where she needs to go. It’s a gamble—tracking down her endangered sister
while keeping Sam and their undeniable attraction at arm’s length. Not easy when they’re trekking
into a remote corner of the Rockies, where she’s got to trust her former lover with her life. Despite
their past, Sam never could refuse a damsel in distress, especially one who has haunted his dreams for
years. He’ll help find her sister and get Dianna out of his system once and for all. But soon it’s hard
to tell whether the greatest threat is from the rushing rapids, the deadly enemy on their trail, or the
passion that’s sending them straight into the line of fire⋯.
Works of J. Fenimore Cooper Univ of California Press
Presents a multi-layered social history of a soldier and his Italian American family during World War II.
The Australasian Pastoralists' Review Zebra Books
King Here is the eye-opening true story of God’s unfolding plan to bring a rich man through
the “eye of the needle”. Trusting God and sharing Jesus with aging parents can be difficult.
As Trish Porter Topmiller watched her father’s casket be lowered into the ground, she
knew the complicated jigsaw puzzle of his life finally held the missing piece—Jesus. But for
years, his life seemed as far away from grace, and a believing faith in God, as a person can
be. A multimillionaire entrepreneur who believed his financial fortress (and business
acumen) was invincible, he turned into a workaholic adrenaline junkie—and ultimate opioid
statistic who had given up on life. Even then, grace found him. King Here offers hope that no
matter how old, how rich or how addicted someone is, it’s never too late to meet Jesus.
Trish shares her father’s inspiring, yet tragic life story—filled with adventure and color and
unique escapades—to reveal God’s plan for an old rich man who thought he had no need for
God. Stepping back to see the big picture brings to light the hope and joy that God truly can
answer prayers and do the impossible, but it doesn’t always look the way readers expect. In
this moving tribute to her father, Trish encourages readers to never give up on loved ones
who seem “too far gone” for God to reach.
The Universal Self-instructor and Manual of General Reference Lulu.com
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data
licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers
unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital
and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

The Metropolitan Tabernacle Pulpit Dog Ear Publishing
All films with a predominantly or entirely African American cast or that were about African Americans
are detailed here. Each entry includes cast and credits, year of release, studio, distributor, type of film
(feature, short or documentary) and other production details. In most cases, a brief synopsis of the film
or contemporary reviews of it follow. In the appendices, film credits for over 1,850 actors and actresses
are provided, along with a listing of film companies.
The Wesleyan Missionary Notices, Relating Principally to the Foreign Missions First
Established by the Rev. John Wesley, M.A. the Rev. Dr. Coke and Others, and Now Carried on
Under the Direction of the Methodist Conference State University of New York Press
The humor and innocence of the United States Navy Sailor is captured in the unique and
sportive tales of a salty master chief set in the final quarter of the twentieth century. Sweepers
sweepers man your brooms is a phrase readily recognized by any Sailor who ever woke up on
a United States Navy ship. In his Navy memoirs Retired Navy Master Chief Jeff Zahratka, a
twenty six year veteran chronicles rich adventures that carry the reader to exotic settings from
Karachi Pakistan to Severmorsk Russia. Sweepers Sweepers is a colorful story with uncanny
notice of the odd occurrences that take place between the life lines of Navy ships and isolated
shore establishmentsnot a story about bombs, battles, or spectacular explosions, Sweepers
Sweepers Man Your Brooms is his story about how people of great diversity coexist in eighty-
man bedrooms while living out of devices known as coffin lockers. Consistently found in the
effectuation of extraordinary events, the ubiquitous American Sailor may be found crawling
through garbage in an equatorial Shellback initiation or baring their derrieres at a Soviet aircraft
carrier while traversing the Cape of Good Hope. He may be discovered in hand to hand
combat, not with a human enemy manned up at a fire control console on an Aegis cruiser, but
with a toilet brush in a Greek hotel room, fighting to the death with a mutated species of an
ancient Hellenic centipede. The author fails miserably at camouflaging his affection for the city
of Pittsburgh and his long time devotion to their high powered sports teams. He provides many
insightful moments relating to being a fan from afar through some of the greatest years in
Steeler and Pirate sports history. The story is a rich and historically accurate account of a caste
of characters from seaman recruits with attitudes honed on tough urban streets, to brown juice
spitting good ole boys that learned to love the sea. There are associations and first hand
opinions on the actions of young naval officers who today are among the top ranking leaders of
the force. Sweepers Sweepers Man Your Brooms is a tapestry of the social morays, historical
events, and military technologies that define the character of the Navy for the last thirty years.
The reader will experience sufficient history to educate, and an infusion of personal opinion
which will serve as a catalyst for debate. Above all; however, the story will remind Americans
why they love Sailors, and remind old Sailors of why they love the Navy.
Editor & Publisher Dell
"The Universal self-instructor is nothing less than it pretends to be: an Epitome of Forms, especially
adapted for purposes of self-instruction and general reference in the various departments of Education,
Commerce, Law, Home, Society, and Amusements. Every young man and young woman ; every
business man, farmer, and mechanic ; every housewife and lady of society ;--in fact every intelligent
member of the community should have it within reach for consultation on those numerous minor
matters that a well-educated person is supposed to know. The Reading Public has been amply
supplied for years with reference books of every description, but the present volume may be said to
occupy a field peculiarly its own, as the people have never before been furnished with a publication
embracing in a single volume such a quantity of practical information, and treating the wants of every-
day life in a lucid, instructive and agreeable manner. Such articles as Elocution, Penmanship, Book-
keeping, Letter-writing, Mercantile Law, Music, Stenography, Phrenology, Agriculture, Social Etiquette,

Out-door Sports, In-door Amusements, Physical Culture, The Domestic Circle, Household Receipts,
Parliamentary Law, etc., have been prepared by writers of reputation and large experience in the
special subjects given them for treatment"--Preface.
Billboard Dog Ear Publishing
From an award-winning author whose ancestors lived the adventures in this novel
comes a spectacular new epic about the American West. Part history, part romance,
and part action-adventure novel, Sun Going Down follows the fortunes of Ebenezer
Paint and his descendants—rough and tough individuals who are caught up in Civil War
river battles, epic cattle drives through drought and blizzards, the horrors of Wounded
Knee, the desperation of the dust bowl, and the prosperity of the roaring 1920s.
Hot Shot McFarland
Never Too HotBantam
Graham's American Monthly Magazine of Literature, Art, and Fashion ... Morgan James
Publishing
.".". and the man who loved cats"" is a collection of nine haunting stories: A woman is stalked by a
caller; a young couple move into a house besieged by cats; a commuter is uplifted; a family man with
dubious motivation aids an attractive neighbour; a backpacker vets prisoners' letters; a jilted man
becomes suicidal; a woman kills her husband and uses acid to dispose his body; a man worries about
his wife's fidelity; a blinded neo-Nazi discovers a new life.
Herald of Gospel Liberty Never Too Hot
A TOUCH IGNITES. A FIRE BURNS. AND THE HEAT HAS JUST BEGUN. Deep in the
cool green mountains of the Adirondacks, wounded firefighter Connor MacKenzie has
come to rebuild the 100-year-old MacKenzie family cabin—and to be alone. A horrific
blaze has left him scarred inside and out and certain of two things: He’ll get back on his
Hot Shot crew no matter what it takes, and any woman who ventures too close will not
stay long. Ginger Sinclair has been burned by a different kind of fire. Having just
escaped from a bad marriage, she’s retreated to the safety of the lakeside vacation
town in upstate New York to start a new life. She’s done with men, with relationships,
with the danger of desires that can rage out of control—until she unexpectedly
encounters Connor MacKenzie. As a hot summer on the lake grows ever hotter, they
find themselves sharing a cabin and a romance that will swiftly engulf them both.
Tom Watson's Magazine
Jake Eden is restless. He struggles with his paranormal powers and the feeling that there is an
unexplained gap or emptiness-something missing-in his young life. This unexplained gap lls
him with great sadness and anxiety and haunts him till a resolution is found. While Jake hopes
to nd the cause of this emptiness, he and his friends have many encounters with exciting and
challenging characters. The kids nd themselves on one adventure after another. On one of
these adventures, Jake has a chance encounter with his deceased great-grandfather, who
explains who Jake really is, telling him that Jake is destined for greatness. Jake's sadness and
anxiety are lied, and the gaps in his life disappear, along with his questions, but not before
Jake and his friends pass through a turbulent yet heroic journey around All Hallows Eve. Faly
Colaizzi was born Rafaela Faly Burmeister in Chicago, Illinois, in October 1967. Her mother,
father, and sister all reside in Chicago land. The author grew up with a love of horses and
farmland and is inspired by music of all kinds. She has always had an unwavering love for
castles around the world, and she travels to see them when she can. She has quite a wild
imagination that never rests, and that makes the perfect basis for her wonderful tale, Haunted
Nights at Drumheller Castle. The author graduated from Illinois State University in 1990 and
has had a twenty-year career as a sales manager. She is married to Steve Colaizzi, is a
working mother of two amazing boys, and is an auntie. She hopes this story, written as a
classic Halloween tale, will live on in hearts all over the world."
Puck's Library
The Sisterhood: a group of women bound by friendship and a quest for justice. Now their male allies,
the Men of the Sisterhood, have formed a top-secret organization of their own, with the same goal of
helping the helpless and righting the wrongs of the world . . . Loyalty is a way of life for the Sisterhood
and their significant others. When lawyer Lizzie Fox’s husband, Cosmo Cricket, is left critically injured
after being shot by an unknown assailant, the men of BOLO Consultants head straight for Las Vegas
to comfort Lizzie—and to uncover a dangerous enemy in the City of Sin. As head of Nevada’s Gaming
Commission, Cosmo has powerful enemies. Yet the shooting seems to be related to one of his private
projects. Built in the desert outside Las Vegas, Happy Village is a flourishing community for seniors
who have lost a spouse. Cosmo’s widowed father found new purpose in running the venture. But the
neighborhood that’s now home to Happy Village was once run by rival gangs, a complicated past that
has come to haunt the place. Jack, Harry, and the rest of the crew need to remove the threat, risking
everything to take on a vicious and mysterious gang leader known only as Hot Shot. And while the
men of the Sisterhood fight for justice for their friend, Cosmo is fighting for his life—and the stakes have
never been higher . . .
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